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Crafted for the  
Employees, Clients,  
and Partners. 

At Ghurka, we view life as a cumulation of journeys. Whether 
they take us across time zones and continents, or simply take us 
across town, every journey deserves a reliable companion. 

From the lawyer who has carried the same Large Notebook 
Cover for three decades into the courtroom to the executive 
who has slung a Cavalier II across their shoulder to multiple 
countries, each voyage marks us with its own indelible stamp. 
These stamps play a role in sculpting our individual identities 
and coloring our memories. 

For nearly 50 years, we have been crafting heirloom-quality 
designs to help you show your appreciation to your employees, 
clients, and partners. Handcrafted by artisans using the finest 
materials, each leather bag and accessory is made not to 
withstand life’s journeys but to be molded by them. 
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Custom Design
Create a personalized gift for your employee, partner, or client by utilizing our 
custom design services.  Whether it’s hand stamping a monogram, selecting 
a unique thread color, or creating a silhouette custom to your needs, we 
pride ourselves on delivering unforgettable gifting solutions.

CORPORATE GIFTING 2021

“The attendees of our Cabernet with Battier event 
loved the Ghurka card holders we gave them as a 
thank you for attending. They looked great, and many 
recipients commented on what an original idea it 
was. Mine still looks brand new, after nearly two years 
of use! Working with the Ghurka team was a breeze 

- they are creative in design and comprehensive in 
supporting the process. We look forward to working 
with them again!”  
– TAKE CHARGE

“We’re extremely proud of our relationship with 
Ghurka. They have provided the Crewe Cup a 
truly, one of a kind, bag for the past 3 years. From 
the custom lining to the unique registration and 
logos this program continues to elevate the players 
experience during our event. The quality and 
service is unmatched.” 

– CREWE CUP

GHURKA | CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

CLIENT TESTIMONIALS
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CORPORATE GIFTING 2021 GHURKA | WALLETS

EXAMPLES OF COLORS AVAILABLE BY REQUEST

Accessories
A well lived-in wallet becomes like a second passport that gets marked with 
milestones and memories along the way. A gift that will serve as a reliable 
spot to hold cards, bills, and IDs and one that rarely gets left behind.

Ghurka Brass  
Vintage Chestnut ||  $195

Mark the bag as uniquely yours. 

Vintage 
Chestnut

Vintage 
Black

Classic Wallet No. 101  
Walnut ||  $195

Zip Clutch Wallet No. 211  
Black ||  $395

Timeless style and un-relenting strength produces our best-

selling wallet. Outfitted with eight, individual, interior pockets 

ideal for easy organization. A large, interior pocket is also 

included to house currency of multiple sizes.

Designed with the modern-day go-getter in mind. Created 

to hold cards, cash, and coins, this wallet gives space to 

those who need it. Equipped with a detachable wrist strap to 

transform from a wallet to an elegant clutch. 

Vintage 
Chestnut

Chestnut Black Walnut Vintage 
Chestnut

Chestnut Black

Slim Credit Card Case No. 204  
Vintage Chestnut ||  $145

Envelope Card Case  
Chestnut ||  $145

Thin enough to be carried in the back pocket, our six-pocket 

slim card case keeps ID, credit cards, and other essentials 

organized without adding bulk.

Carry on without carrying it all. The Envelope Card Case 

holds up to seven cards for the journeys that require less. 

A snap closure safely secures your belongings for the 

moments ahead.

Vintage 
Chestnut

Chestnut Black Walnut Vintage 
Chestnut

Chestnut Black
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Pouch II No. 64  

Black || $295
Black Walnut

The mid-sized Pouch for those who seek organization in their 

travel bags, briefcases, or totes.

Pouch III No. 65  

Walnut || $395
Chestnut Black Walnut

Our largest Pouch provides ample room for travel documents, 

tech cords, and more.

Holdall No. 101  
Black ||  $325

Clean practicality in a uniquely 

contemporary style. Ample room for 

your necessities.

Pocket I No. 201  
Vintage Chestnut ||  $195

For those that demand excellence in 

their storage needs. Drawn from our 

heritage to compliment your bag.

Pocket II No. 202  
Chestnut ||  $225

For those that demand excellence in 

their storage needs. Drawn from our 

heritage to complement your bag.

Letter Folder  

Vintage Chestnut || $145
Vintage 

Chestnut
Vintage 
Black

Bring organization to your workspace with a timeless Letter 

Folder.

NEW 

9˝ Refillable Journal  
Vintage Chestnut || $145

Vintage 
Chestnut

Vintage 
Black

Ideal for those who are need of a space to take notes or write 

a daily journal entry.

NEW 

CORPORATE GIFTING 2021 GHURKA | ACCESSORIES

Essentials
Functional pieces that will accompany your colleague as they traverse the 
globe on some of life’s greatest adventures. Items that will be by their side 
as they create lasting memories and spark inspiration for new ones.
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Bags
As with many things in life, our bags only get better with age and 
experience. Discover bags that will improve their commute, their next 
vacation, or even just their elevator ride up to the office.

CORPORATE GIFTING 2021 GHURKA | BAGS

Examiner No. 5  
Chestnut ||  $1,495

Harlow III No. 205 
Vintage Chestnut ||  $595

Blazer No. 278  
Walnut ||  $1,495

Match No. 229  
Black ||  $695

Harlow II No. 204  
Vintage Chestnut ||  $495

Cavalier II No.97  
Vintage Chestnut ||  $1,495

Where classic design and functionality meet. Effortless 

sophistication for the modern-day business professional.

For those looking for a larger size of the Harlow II.

Blaze the trails ahead in both fashion and function. Ideal for 

exploring the unknown or facing your daily commute.

Gracefully transition from a daytime shoulder bag, to a cross-

body, to an evening clutch.

Our classic Pocket II, now with a crossbody strap.

Our best mid-size selling duffel, perfect for a carry-on. A 

detachable shoulder strap allows for multiple ways to carry. 

(Other sizes available)

NEW NEW 

Vintage 
Chestnut

Chestnut Black Walnut Vintage 
Chestnut

Chestnut Black Walnut

Vintage 
Chestnut

Chestnut Black Walnut

Vintage 
Chestnut

Vintage 
Black

Vintage 
Chestnut

Vintage 
Black

Vintage 
Chestnut

Black
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Everyday Essentials
Specialty pieces that will speak to your recipients’ unique interests. A 
wine carrier for your client who is an aspiring sommelier, a desk blotter 
for your employee who is remodeling their home office, whoever your 
gift recipient is, find a gift that compliments them.

Pairing No.285  
Vintage Chestnut ||  $695

Desk Blotter  
||  $395

Weekly Planner 
||  $195

Notepad  
||  $195

Sleek and secure transport for your prized vintage vino.  

Sip, swirl, and taste at leisure. 

Keep track of the day-to-day with our Weekly Journal. 

Equipped with month and week pages.

Add style to your desk in your home office with a Desk Blotter. Perfect for jotting down your most important reminders 

and notes.

CORPORATE GIFTING 2021 GHURKA | LIFESTYLE

Vintage 
Chestnut

Chestnut Black Vintage
Chestnut

Vintage
Black

NEW 

NEW 

NEW 

Vintage
Chestnut

Vintage 
Black

Vintage
Chestnut

Vintage 
Black



GHURKA | CORPORATE GIFTING

 

VISIT: www.ghurka.com  | 1-833-782-6062 FOLLOW: @ghurka

VP of Growth

EMAIL: annalatkovic@ghurka.com 

Anna Latkovic

For Virtually Anyone 

Not sure what to give? 
Give the freedom of a gift card.  


